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The presented work outlines a computational phase-field approach to model brittle frac-
ture in plates using the recently developed virtual element method (VEM) [1]. VEM
has some advantageous properties, it allows the use of elements with arbitrary number
of nodes and non-convex shapes. The definition of the ansatz at the boundary in VEM,
permits to revisit the construction of Kirchhoff-Love (KL) [2] elements of arbitrary shape.
The C1-continuity condition is much easier to handle in the VEM framework than in the
traditional Finite Elements methodology [3].

The phase-field approach regularizes sharp crack surfaces within a pure continuum set-
ting by a specific gradient damage modelling with constitutive terms rooted in fracture
mechanics [4]. In the presented contribution, we introduce a variational principle for the
fracture evolution problem in plates. It is based on the introduction of history fields that
containing maximum reference energy obtained in the deformation history. This local
variable drives the evolution of the fracture phase field and it allows the construction of
an extremely robust operator split scheme that successively updates in a typical time step
the history field, the crack phase field and finally the displacement field.

On the numerical side, the VEM is employed to resolve the complex crack topologies prob-
lems. Due to VEM’s flexible choice of element shapes and nodes number, elements can be
changed easily during the simulation process. The performance of VEM based KL plates
for phase-field formulation of fracture will be demonstrated by means of representative
numerical examples.
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